
Tried and tested; here are just some of the stats

8000+
participants

trained

Across platforms
including Zoom,
Adobe Connect,
Microsoft Teams,
Skype and WebEx

Average of 16 people per session
 (but to fit with client goal, between 6-100)

40+
experienced
producers, supporting

multiple languages

English, French, Spanish,
Brazilian Portuguese, Hindi,

Mandarin, Japanese, German,
Dutch, Norwegian, Polish,

Italian, Turkish, Swedish,
Russian and Arabic

Available in 16 languages 

Expert-led virtual learning

& time zones

So, you’re wondering 
if virtual learning
sessions might work 
for you?

Virtual is the ‘new normal’, at least for now...
From critical counselling, education and health advice, it’s no 
surprise that many organisations are now seeing virtual learning
as vital for employee development, helping to navigate the
business challenges and to help drive performance.  

Not all virtual deliveries are the same!
A lot of people think that virtual means uninspiring talking
head webinars. Nope...Done well, they are great for updating skills, inspiring 

thinking and impacting behaviour change.

100+
expert virtual
facilitators
globally

80+
off-the-shelf

topics I highly recommend
trying out Hemsley Fraser’s virtual 

sessions. The trainer and the 
programme they use is great at 

keeping the groups motivated and 
engaged. The HF team have been 

amazing; they have been hands-on 
right from the beginning and

made adjustments to
suit our needs.

Davinya Chauhan, INGENIOUS

I think the virtual training 
option was great.

This was more effective 
than I had thought it 

would be.

I liked this format a lot, 
good combo of learning

and participation.

Breakout sessions are 
always productive and 

very helpful.

The dual daily session
is great; it gives people time
to digest material without 

being overwhelmed by 
endless hours of instruction 

and allows us to break up
the day and refocus.

I actually found the
format to be conducive
to learning the material
and engaging with you 

(the expert) and my 
colleagues.
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